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SpongeBob SquarePants: Revenge of the
Flying Dutchman FAQ/Walkthrough
by Myke

This walkthrough was originally written for SpongeBob SquarePants: Revenge of the Flying Dutchman on the
GC, but the walkthrough is still applicable to the PS2 version of the game.
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============================================================================== 
                             Version History 
============================================================================== 

Jan. 24, 2002:  First version of this document. Got the first and second 
Version 0.1     chapter done. 

============================================================================== 
                                 Controls 



============================================================================== 

         -Directional Pad Left/Right   -Move SpongeBob 

         -Directional Pad Up           -Look up, press B to blow a bubble 
                                        upward. 

         -Directional Pad Down         -Crawl 

         -B Button                     -Blow Bubble 

         -A Button                     -Jump 
                                       -Glide (press A while in the air) 

         -L Button                     -Equip an Item (Boot) 
          

============================================================================== 
                                Walkthrough 
============================================================================== 

----[ A picture overlooking Bikini Bottom 
          
         Ah... scenic Bikini Bottom, home to SpongeBob Squarepants and his 
         pals... 

----[ A picture of SpongeBob and Gary in Jellyfish Fields 
          
         Look here! Our spongy hero is out for a walk with his pet snail 
         Gary. How nice. 

----[ A picture of Gary running away from Spongebob 

         Oh no! Gary smells Kelp Nip! He's running away! What will SpongeBob 
         do? 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

--------------------------------------- 
---- Home, Sweet Pineapple (HSP) 

Level 1 - Gary! Come Home!  

Go right a little bit and you will come across a sign that says "Use the 
normal bubble to trap jellyfish and use them as platforms!"  Hey, that 
sounds neat!  You'll come across your first jellyfish, blow a bubble by 
pressing B and you'll trap the jellyfish inside the bubble and you can use 
it to jump to hard to reach places.  Keep moving right down the screen, 
collecting Sand Dollars along the way until you see Gary again!  But Gary 
can still smell that Kelp Nips and disappear again.  Go right until you see 
a red jellyfish and a high ledge.  Trap the jellyfish by blowing a bubble at 
it and then jump on the bubble and jump once again to get on the ledge, keep 
moving right until you meet up with Patrick! 

Move to the right a little bit and you will spot another jellyfish in the 
opening, blow a bubble to trap him and you'll have to jump twice to move 
on to the next area. 



The sign in this level says "Jump on the Bounce Bubble to bounce extra far!" 
Really? Lets try it out! Collect the purple bubble bottle nearby and then 
jump over the moving purple jellyfish until you reach a very high ledge. 
Blow a purple bubble and then jump on it to jump higher and farther. You'll 
come up to a wide gap, blow up a purple bubble and do a run and jump on it 
to jump farther to get on the ledge at the other side of this gap.  When 
you get on the ledge, you'll meet up with Squidward! 

Keep moving right and run underneath the green jellyfish until you get up 
to another part where you'll use the purple bubble. Blow one up here and 
jump on it to gain the height to your jump and then hold the A Button to 
float in the air while moving to the right. Keep going right on the screen 
until you move on to a new area... 

You'll see Gary once again, but he will run off. Go right until you see a 
sign, it says "Use the Strong Bubble to remove barriers and enemies!"  Sweet! 
Lets try it on the barrier nearby, simply press B to blow a Strong Bubble 
to remove the barrier.  Move down right a little bit more until you see a 
jellyfish, remove it with a Strong Bubble so that you can move on!  When 
you can't go right anymore, jump up on a couple of ledges until you hit a 
barrier, simply press and hold Up on the directional pad and blow a Strong 
Bubble to remove the barrier. Keep moving to the right on the screen until 
you come up to another barrier, remove it with a Strong Bubble and then keep 
going right into a new area... 

The sign in this new area says "Jump on the Float Bubble to be carried to 
high places!" Practice one on the coins formed into an arch nearby.  Do you 
get how the Float bubble is used for? Good! Now use it on a couple of high 
ledges throughout this area until you get to the end of the area into the 
next screen. 

You'll finally catch up with Gary, and what is that?! Is that a treasure 
chest?! 

--------------------------------------- 
    Spongebob: Look Gary, a treasure chest! 

                   the chest opens up, a mysterious bottle floats out from 
                   inside the chest...what is this? 

    Flying Dutchman: Ah Ha Ha Ha! At least I'm free! I'm free! 

    Spongebob: Wow!, are you a genie? 

    Flying Dutchman: No, I was imprisoned... I mean, I was enjoying a 
                     peaceful slumber in that bottle, when you came and 
                     woke me up! 

    Spongebob: So you're a genie? Do I get to make a wish? 

    Flying Dutchman: Arrgh! No you don't get to make a wish! 

    Spongebob: But you're a genie and I let you out of the bottle! 

    Flying Dutchman: I'm not a genie, you imbecile! I'm the fearsome Flying 
                     Dutchman! The greatest pirate that ever lived! 

    Spongebob: So when do I get my wish? 



    Flying Dutchman: Arrgh! Okay, if you go away I'll grant you one wish... 
                     but first you must help me find my lost pirate treasure! 
                     Ten of my greatest treasures are lost somewhere around 
                     Bikini Bottom, along with my horde of Golden Doubloons. 
                     Find all my treasures and I'll grant your wish! Now leave 
                     me alone! I'm off to relive my old pirating days! 

    Spongebob: Let's go Gary! We're on a treasure hunt! 
--------------------------------------- 

Back in gameplay, go right to go into a new area... 

Collect the Sand Dollars on your way until you come up to a sign. It says 
"Collect all three keys to unlock the Dutchman's treasure!" Well, the first 
key is just to the right of the sign. Blow a Float Bubble to float to the 
top and then jump off the bubble to get on the ledge. Keep moving right until 
you walk up to another sign, this one says "Press A to tuck into small areas 
and avoid enemies!"  We should try that on the enemy nearby, simply press and 
hold A under one of the smooth-edged grooves on the rock above and wait 
silently until the jellyfish passes by. Press A again to drop down. Keep 
moving to the right until you appear in a new area... 

Collect the blue Normal Bubble bottle in the start of this area and  
move to the right, collecting coins and jumping over a couple of gaps 
until you reach another sign. This one says "Press and hold A while in the 
air to glide!"  Practice the gliding technique here to reach the ledge on 
the other side, on that ledge is the 2nd key, pick it up and then keep moving 
to the right... 

Pick up the purple Bounce Bubble bottle at the start of this area and then 
blow one up to reach the ledge above. You'll see your third key, pick it 
up and then keep moving to the right until you get to the area where you'll 
have to jump in one of the grooves in the rock to avoid being electrocuted 
by the jellyfishes. When one passes by, jump down and move on, but you'll 
have to hide one more time because there is a second jellyfish here. When 
that one passes by, jump down and then jump up the ledges until you get to 
a chest with 3 different kind of keyholes engraved on it, SpongeBob will 
place all 3 keys in their hole to end the level. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
----- Walking the Plankton (PLNKTN) 

    Mr. Krabs: Spongebob, where's my best fry cook off to in such a hurry? 

    SpongeBob: I'm on a treasure hunt, Mr. Krabs. You see there was this 
               genie... 

    Mr. Krabs: A treasure hunt, eh? A lad after my own heart! But I can't let 
               you just skip work! Here, deliver this Krabby Patty Pie to 
               Rock Bottom for me and be on your way. 

    SpongeBob: Aye aye, Cap'n! 

Back in gameplay, you'll be in Rock Bottom. Go right a little bit and then 
jump, you can either glide to collect the coins or fall straight to Rock 
Bottom. When you hit the floor of Rock Bottom, go right and blow a bubble at 
the green creature to make it small so that you can jump over him. Next, you 
need to work your way back up the level by trapping jellyfishes in bubbles 



and ledges until you get to the next screen... 

In this area, the first key is on the ledge across from you, but your jump 
distance isn't that long enough to reach it, you may try to glide over there 
to get it and see if that work. Glide down to the floor of this area and then 
work your way back up until you get to the second green enemy on the ledge, 
which is the same ledge where you saw that key. Grab the key and then go 
right, glide over the gap and then exit this area... 

In here, you need to work your way up the level until you find the Strong 
Bubble bottle near the top of the level. To get up there, you need to blow 
a bubble to get them jellyfishes in them so that you can hop on them like 
they were a platform so that you can work your way up there. When you find 
the Strong Bubble bottle, equip it and then glide down to the area below it 
until you see a barrier in which you can use it on so that you can leave 
this area... 

In this next area, blow a strong bubble at any enemy you see while following 
the arrows. There is a Float Bubble bottle in here, you'll need to pick that 
up. When you find it, blow one up there because there is an Extra Live item 
just above it. Go back to the left and use a couple of Float Bubble to 
float to the top a little bit until you get to the tunnel with the 2nd 
key in there. Pick it up and then blow a Float Bubble here to lift yourself 
up to the top of the level and then go right until you see a red creature. 
He's the one that was waiting for the Krabby Patty Pie, feed it to him and 
then proceed to move on. 

In here, you need to blow a Float Bubble and then jump on it to lift yourself 
up until you reach the top of the level. When you do, jump and glide over 
the electrifying pit below until you reach the next safe platform. Do this 
a couple times until you see a sign with an arrow pointing up. Float yourself 
up to the top of the level and then jump off, leave this area.. 

In this new area, there are two exits, one at the bottom and one at the top, 
you need to float to the top, because the exit at the top is where you want 
to go next... 

In here, just blow a bubble and then float on it, you'll see the third key 
on the ledge near the top, grab it and then exit out of this level. When you 
are back in that same place you were in before, take the bottom exit.. 

In here, crawl through the narrow tunnel and then grab the Normal Bubble 
bottle. Use it on all three jellyfishes in here to get to the top of the 
level where the big chest is. Open the chest to get the Anchor. 

----- Urchin to Fight 

    Mr. Krabs: Ah, Spongebob! How goes the hunt? Here, deliver this Krabby 
               Patty Pizza to the Outback for me. 

    Spongebob: Aye aye, Cap'n! 

    Mr. Krabs: Eh? What's this? Plankton! Trying to steal my secret formula 
               again, are ye? 

    Plankton:  When I get that formula, I'll run you out of business! 

    Mr. Krabs: Not today, squirt! Back to the Chum Bucket with ya! 



In this level, there are more enemies than before. Jump over or freeze an 
enemy with the bubble while making your way through the level to the right. 
Your first key, the red key, can be found in here and you can find it on the 
floor near the end of this level/area. Keep going right to be in a new area. 

In the right most area in this level holds the first key. Make your way up 
to the top of the level and then go left into the next screen... 

The second key is found in here, but its very hard to get it. Make sure you 
got the Bounce Bubble equipped and then head over to where you see two 
green jellyfishes floating vertically. Blow a bounce bubble in between them 
and then jump on it to bounce very high, you see that key? Now, you need to 
bounce and at the highest point of that bounce, glide over to that key. Once 
you pick it up, head back down and continue going to the left into a new 
screen. 

In this area, go all the way to the left until you see a Strong Bubble on 
a ledge. Blow up a Bounce bubble here to jump up so that you can grab the 
bottle of Strong Bubble. Head left into the next area... 

In here, blow a strong bubble to remove the barrier and then keep going to 
the left until you get to the big treasure chest, open the chest to get the 
Lucky Short. 

----- Krappy Patty Napping 

    Mr. Krabs: Back from your delivery, eh SpongeBob? 

    Plankton: I'm back, Krabs, and this time with reinforcements! Ah ha ha ha! 

    Mr. Krabs: Oh no, Plankton's after my Krabby Patties again! Spongebob! 
               you've got to stop him before we gets away with one! Use these 
               special boots, Spongebob! Hold down R Button to run extra 
               fast! you can jump higher now too! I'm counting on you to 
               save the Krabby Patties Spongebob! 

In this special challenge level, simply knock the machine off from grabbing 
one of the Krabby Patties by blowing a bubble at one. You can also blow a 
bubble upward if one of the machines has the patty. Once you complete this 
level successfully, you will be awarded a special kind of boots, Press the L 
Button to equip it. Hold down R to run faster, and A to jump higher.. Move on 
to the next level... 

----- Snow Business 

    Mr. Krabs: Spongebob, business is slow because of this snowstorm! I need 
               you to deliver this hot Krabby Patty Chili for me. Don't let 
               it get cold! 

    Spongebob: Aye aye, Cap'n! 

In the first area, just go all the way to the right and exit out of the area 
into another one. 

In the second area, you'll come up to Squidward again. Go right and press R 



to perform a dash and while holding R, you can press A to jump higher.  The 
ledge here is too high for you to reach, even the new technique that you've 
just been taught.  Bother Squidward 4 times and he'll play a terrible music, 
which causes some platform to fall. Jump on the platforms and then perform 
a high jump to reach the ledge.  Go right and then go to the very bottom of 
this level and when you see a save, press Up on the directional pad to exit 
out of this area. 

Outside, there are plenty of coins to collect, and the important item is here 
as well. Head over to the right side of this area and make sure that the 
special boots are equipped so that you are able to reach the platforms on the 
tree. Make your way up to the top and grab the Float Bubble bottle.  Within 
the area is a mini-game called Jellyfish Rodeo and that is located on the 
very top of this level, you'll have to jump from platform to platform and then 
blow a Float Bubble at the top most platform to reach the hidden cave above. 
Now that you got the Float Bubble, exit out of this area and back into the 
cave and use it on the little tunnel near the top of this area to exit out 
of here...

In here, the wind make this area a little more different to get pass through. 
After you avoid the first jellyfish, blow a Float Bubble to get up in the 
cave above, in there is Spongebob's Underwear in which you'll gain 1 health 
every time you collect one. Drop back down and keep going right until you 
meet up with a green creature who ordered that Chili. Give the food to him 
and behind him is a Strong Bubble bottle, pick it up and then head back in 
that cave you were just in and then go to the bottom to exit out of the cave. 

Back outside, head over to the left side of this area and you'll see an ice 
block, blow one Strong Bubble here to remove the block. Crawl through the 
tunnel and then open the chest to collect 5 coins.  Exit out of there and 
then jump your way up from platform to platform until you see another one 
of those barriers on the left side of this area, remove it with a Strong 
Bubble to move onto the level... 

Go left a little bit until you see a little ice cube in a hole and a 
dangerous floor in front of it...hm...hey, that larger ice platform on the 
ceiling could give you a hint. Blow a Strong Bubble at it and this will cause 
the ice platform to drop onto the hazardous floor below. Now you are able to 
remove that little ice block, and then you can crawl through the hole. Up 
ahead are two more ice platforms for you to blow a Strong Bubble at them 
to make them drop onto the icicle floor below so that you can walk across it 
without receving any damage. Keep going left, but before you jump your way 
up, go left some more INTO the wall and you'll hit another barrier, blow 
another Strong Bubble here and then grab the Normal Bubble.  Now go back and 
make your way up and then blow a bubble on either one of the two jellyfishes 
and then jump on it, jump again to reach the ledge above. Go through some 
platforms until you reach another cave which leads you outside again. 

Back outside, go from one end to the other end until you find one of the 
three keys and a Float Bubble bottle, grab those two and then exit out of 
this area via the cave you came in from. 

Back in the cave, use a Float Bubble on the tunnel that leads upward to the 
top of the cave. At the top, head right and pick up the Strong Bubble bottle 
at the end of the pit. Once you pick it up, head all the way back left, jump 
over the gap and then blow one on the barrier here. 

Outside in this area lurks the final key and it is located high on top of 
one of the platforms in here. A Normal Bubble is required for this one, as 
you only need to jump from platform to platform on a tree and then blow a 



bubble at a green jellyfish to trap it in a bubble and then use the bubble 
as a platform to jump on the ledge which has the final key on it. After you 
pick it up, exit out of this area via the cave you came in from and then 
you need to drop to the bottom of the pit. Go through the wall to find that 
big treasure chest, inside is a Special Cup. 

----- BOSS: Plankton 

    Mr. Krabs: You're doing great Spongebob! I've made tons of money with 
               this delivery service! 

    Plankton: Nothing will stop me from getting a Krabby Patty now! Prepare 
              for defeat Krabs! Ha ha ha! 

    Mr. Krabs: Oh no! It's Plankton again! My business will be ruined if you 
               can't stop him from stealing a Krabby Patty, Spongebob! 

    Plankton: Finally, victory will be mine! 

After the conversation, you'll be put in a boss battle.  Plankton is inside 
the machine, controlling it. The target for the first part of the battle is 
the eye. Get on the table and perform a jump and then blow a bubble at the 
highest point of that jump. The bubble will hit the eye of the machine, do 
this 3 or 4 more times. When the machine is hit, it will counter by sending 
out three laser beams. After you destroy the first machine with your 4th 
or 5th shot, the eye will deattach itself from the body and then it will 
hover in the air.  Simply blow a bubble upward when the eye is nearby to hit 
it, it will counter in this phase as well.  You will defeat Plankton in the 
3rd or 4th shot. 

    Mr Krabs: Defeated again by my best fry cook, eh Plankton? Good Job, 
              Spongebob, I can really count on you! 

    Plankton: It's so unfair! I just wanted to win for once in my life! 

    Mr. Krabs: Your restaurant will never be as great as the Krusty Krab, 
               Plankton - not as long as I have Spongebob at my side! Ak ak ak 
               ak ak! 
  

============================================================================== 
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This document is Copyright (c)2002 Myke. This guide is for personal use. If 
you use any information from this SpongeBob Squarepants: Revenge of the 
Flying Dutchman FAQ for the Nintendo GameBoy Advance document, please give me 
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